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The Proof of Cash
EVIDENCE
is frequently encountered
that undue importance is attached to
the process commonly referred to as
"proving the cash." This process consists
of checking the totals of cash receipts and
disbursements as shown by the cash book
with the deposits and checks, respectively,
as shown by the bank statements—the latter reconciled in respect of checks outstanding at the beginning and end of the
period.
The principle underlying this method is
sound when applied to a short period—the
shorter the better. It would be ideal, if
practicable, to prove that the receipts of
each day have been deposited, that each
deposit is represented on the books as cash
received, and that each item entered as a
disbursement is supported by a check
charged by the bank. However, it is not
sufficient to check the monthly totals of a
cash book in that manner, and it naturally
follows that checking the annual totals (or
the aggregate of monthly totals) does not
constitute verification of either the items
or the totals of the cash book.
It is absolutely essential in all cases to
foot both sides of the cash book, and to
compare the cancelled checks with the
entries of disbursements.
A cash collection which has been entered

as a receipt might be misappropriated by
failure to deposit it in the bank and by
underfooting the receipts side of the cash
book; then the total receipts as shown by
the cash book would agree with the total
deposits as shown by the bank. A fraudulent disbursement might be concealed by
failure to enter it in the cash book, by
overfooting the disbursements side, and
by abstraction of the check when returned
by the bank; then the total disbursements
as shown by the cash book would equal the
total checks as shown by the bank. This
could happen even though the cancelled
checks submitted to the accountant were
compared with the record of disbursements, unless they were added or were
checked in detail to the bank statement.
When it is said that the footing of the
cash book and comparison of the checks
cannot be dispensed with, it is not meant
that a complete audit of these entries must
be made. Intensive tests are usually sufficient unless they disclose some indication
of irregularity which may call for more
checking.
Some test should always be made to
determine, if possible, whether the specific
items entered as cash receipts have been
deposited, or if this cannot be done, to
determine whether certain items in the aggregate have been deposited. It is gen-
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erally impracticable to determine the composition of deposits unless copies of the
deposit slips are made and retained, but
it is always practicable to determine
whether or not bank deposits are supported
by any entries of receipts.
When there is more than one bank account a test should always be made of
deposits during the last days of the audit
period and the following day or two. The
particular purpose of this is to detect a
deposit in one bank of an unrecorded check
on another bank to cover up a shortage in
the first bank, which check cannot reach
the second bank in time to be charged by
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it in the audit period and will not appear
as outstanding. When there is only one
bank account it is equally important that
the deposits for the last two or three days
be checked for the purpose of detecting any
deposit by an individual to cover up a
shortage.
It seems clear that nothing is added to
the effectiveness of the foregoing essential
steps by also preparing a so-called "proof
of cash." In fact, its preparation, in nearly all cases, indicates either a faulty conception of the proper methods of auditing
receipts and disbursements or an unconscionable waste of effort.

